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Executive Summary

“

In terms of sheer
volume, domestically
generated disinformation
now exceeds malign
content from foreign
sources and will almost
certainly be a factor in
the next election.

”

This report assesses some of the forms and sources of disinformation likely to
play a role during the presidential election campaign in 2020. While midterm
Election Day in November 2018 did not feature much Russian interference,
there is no guarantee that Russia, and possibly other U.S. antagonists, will
refrain from digital meddling in the more consequential 2020 contest. What’s
more, in terms of sheer volume, domestically generated disinformation now
exceeds malign content from foreign sources and will almost certainly be a
factor in the next election.

“Deepfake” videos will
be deployed to portray
candidates saying and doing
things they never said or did.
Digital voter suppression
will again be one of the
main goals of partisan
disinformation.

For-profit firms based
in the U.S. and abroad
will be hired to generate
disinformation.

Unwitting Americans
could be manipulated into
participating in real-world
rallies and protests.

Iran and China
may join Russia
as sources of
disinformation.

Our
Predictions
for 2020

Domestic
disinformation will
prove more prevalent
than false content
from foreign sources.

WhatsApp, the
Facebook-owned
messaging service, may
be misused to provide a
vector for false content.

Instagram, more than
its parent, Facebook, will
be the vehicle of choice
for people who wish
to disseminate memebased disinformation.
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(Executive Summary continued)

The report explores these risks and
analyzes what the major social media
companies—Facebook, Twitter, and
YouTube (owned by Google)—have done
to harden their defenses against disinformation. We also offer recommendations
of additional steps the companies need
to take to prepare for the almost-certain
assault in 2020.

Terminology and Scope
By “disinformation,” we mean a relatively
broad category of false or misleading
text or imagery which is intentionally or
recklessly spread to deceive, propagandize, promote discord, or make money
via “clickbait” schemes. For the sake
of variety, we sometimes refer to “false
content” or “false information.”
We also refer to a narrower category of
disinformation—“provably false content”—
which we urge the social media companies to remove. To illustrate, consider
these hypothetical examples: An article
headlined, “The Sandy Hook Massacre
Was Staged,” can be proven definitively
untrue and ought to be deleted for that
reason. By contrast, a story headlined,
“Journalists Really Are the Enemy of the
People,” may be unsubstantiated and
misleading, but it isn’t provably false.
This report doesn’t cover cyberattacks
— remote intrusions into computer
networks, such as the Russian hackand-release of Democratic email in 2016.
Cyberattacks on campaigns and state
voting systems are a distinct danger in
2020, but they are beyond the scope of
this report. Also beyond the scope are
the privacy and disclosure issues that
led Facebook to agree in July 2019
to pay $5.1 billion in settlements to the
federal government and to submit to
new types of oversight.
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Summary of our Recommendations
to Social Media Companies

1

Detect and remove deepfake videos.
Realistic but fraudulent videos have the potential to undermine
political candidates and exacerbate voter cynicism.

2

Remove provably false content in general.
The platforms already remove hate speech, voter suppression, and
other categories of content; we recommend that they add one more.

3

Hire a senior content overseer.
Each company needs an executive with clout to supervise
the process of guarding against disinformation.

4

Attend to Instagram’s disinformation problem.
The photo-posting platform needs the concerted attention
of its parent, Facebook.

5

Limit the reach of WhatsApp.
Users should be restricted to forwarding content to one
chat group at a time.

6

Defend against for-profit disinformation.
The companies must prepare for false content generated by
hired-gun firms.

7

Back legislation regulating political ads and punishing
voter suppression. Narrowly tailored bills pending in Congress
could help curb some forms of disinformation.

8

Improve industry-wide collaboration on disinformation.
For example, when one platform takes down abusive accounts,
others should do the same with affiliated accounts.

9

Teach social media literacy in a more direct, sustained way.
Users have to take responsibility for recognizing false content,
but they need more help to do it.
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1. Introduction

“

The Nancy Pelosi episode
foreshadowed one type
of disinformation that
could disrupt the 2020
election: deliberately
distorted video, amplified
via social media.

”

In late May of 2019, two manipulated videos disparaging House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi spread across social media. One, posted on a conservative Facebook
page called Politics WatchDog, had been altered to slow Pelosi’s speech
during a public appearance, making it appear as if she drunkenly slurred her
words. Rudolph Giuliani, one of President Donald Trump’s personal lawyers,
shared the video on Twitter, asking, “What is wrong with Nancy Pelosi?”
(Giuliani later deleted the tweet.)
At roughly the same time, Trump
himself tweeted a separate video of
Pelosi—one edited by Fox Business
Network. Fox interwove moments from
a press conference to make it look
like the Speaker continually garbled
her words. “PELOSI STAMMERS
THROUGH NEWS CONFERENCE,”
the president declared.1
The Pelosi episode foreshadowed one
type of disinformation that is likely to
disrupt the 2020 election: deliberately
distorted video, amplified via social
media. The most daunting threat comes
from deepfakes, which are synthetic
videos created with artificial intelligence
(AI). Subjects of deepfakes appear to
say or do things they never said or did.
The crudely distorted Pelosi videos,
made with long-available technology,
are more appropriately described
as “cheapfakes.” They demonstrate
that one doesn’t need cutting-edge
computer artistry to draw mass attention
to a misleading portrayal of a prominent

foe. The “drunken”-speech video
alone received more than three million
views in a matter of days. Deepfakes
that are more difficult to refute could
enjoy even wider circulation.
The Pelosi videos suggest another
theme of this report: While Russian
operatives and other foreign-based
actors are all but certain to surface
(or resurface) in 2020, a greater volume
of disinformation probably will come
from domestic U.S. sources. Some of
these domestic sources will be obscure
websites or social media accounts, such
as Politics WatchDog; others will be
better known. If he stays true to form,
President Trump will use his Twitter
account (62 million followers and
counting) to issue statements at odds
with the truth. As of early August, he
had made more than 12,000 false or
misleading claims during his presidency,
many of them via Twitter, according to
The Washington Post’s Fact Checker.2
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Deepfakes and domestic disinformation
are two of our eight predictions for 2020.
Here’s the full list, in capsule form:
• Deepfakes threaten to cloud reality at
a time when the existence of objective
facts increasingly has been called
into question.
• Domestic disinformation will come
mostly from the political right, but the
left will also indulge in social media
truth-bending.
• Unwitting Americans: The Internet
Research Agency or other Russian
organizations may try to recruit actual
Americans for real-life activities.
• Instagram, the Facebook-owned
image and video service, may turn out
to be more of a disinformation magnet
than Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube.
• WhatsApp, Facebook’s messaging
service, could become a troubling
source of false content in the U.S.,
as it has been during elections in
Brazil and India.
• Iran and China are potential fonts of
foreign interference, even as Russia
continues to try to rile up the American
electorate.
• For-profit firms based in the U.S.
and abroad will offer their electionmanipulation services.
• Digital voter suppression, a highly
direct means of affecting election
outcomes, will once again pose
problems on social media.
It’s impossible to say with certainty
how these stratagems might interact or
whether others will come into play as
well. What seems safe to expect is that
Russia’s well-documented meddling
in 2016—a multifaceted intrusion that
included disguised social media personas, armies of automated bot accounts,
and distribution of hacked Democratic
emails—will not simply be replicated
next year. As disinformation analyst Clint
Watts has put it: “Last cycle’s trickery
won’t work the same in 2020.”3

4

Confusing Policies,
Ad Hoc Enforcement
Beyond prognostication, this report
examines how social media companies
have reacted to politically oriented disinformation. In the case of the Pelosi
“drunken”-speech video, there was a
notable divergence among the platforms.
YouTube promptly removed copies of the
altered video. Facebook pointedly did
not. Instead, Facebook labeled the video
false and reduced its distribution to users.
Twitter also declined to pull the video. It’s
difficult to generalize from this outcome
except to say that the platforms’ policies
are confusing and often seem to be
enforced in an ad hoc fashion.
We maintain as a general principle that
when provably false content, like the
Pelosi video, comes to the attention of
social media platforms, they ought to take
it down, rather than merely annotating or
demoting it. The highest priority should
be removing provably false content that
affects politics or democratic institutions.
Guarding against this abundance of
disinformation is a tall order. Five hundred
hours of video are uploaded to YouTube
every minute.4 Given this kind of volume
and the velocity with which online content circulates, it would be unreasonable
to assume that all disinformation can be
removed. But that doesn’t mean the
companies should do nothing more than
what they’re already doing. They are
best positioned to monitor their sites
with algorithmic and human scrutiny,
and we believe it’s their responsibility to
mitigate the damage that disinformation
does to our public life.
To preserve a record of provably false
content, the platforms each should
maintain a searchable but cordoned-off
archive of disinformation that they’ve
removed. That way, scholars, journalists,
and users generally would be able to view
the false content for research or other
purposes without its surfacing in ordinary
search results, recommendations, or
users’ feeds. The archive would create a
record of digital untruth without contributing to its amplification. And the archive’s
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contents would provide the basis for
appeals by users who believe their post
or tweet was removed inappropriately.

Focus on the Companies
This is the fourth report by the NYU Stern
Center for Business and Human Rights
on online disinformation. Our most recent
publication was “Tackling Domestic
Disinformation: What the Social Media
Companies Need to Do” (March 2019).5
Before that, we published “Combating
Russian Disinformation: The Case for
Stepping Up the Fight Online” (July 2018).6
We return to the topic because of the
pernicious effects disinformation can have
on elections. In many cases, it’s designed
to erode democratic values, heighten cynicism, and exacerbate political polarization.
We continue to focus on what the largest
and most influential social media companies ought to do about disinformation.
That’s because the most obvious alternative—government regulation of online
content—would raise immediate free
speech concerns about official overreach
and censorship. “Governments have only
sledgehammers in their tool kits,” Joan
Donovan, director of the Technology
and Social Change Research Project
at the Harvard Kennedy School, said in
an interview.
The First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, however, doesn’t restrict
corporations, which means that social
media companies may—and routinely
do—moderate content on their platforms.
In the absence of government regulation,
it is incumbent on the companies to exercise more vigorous self-governance. That
means taking a tougher line on disinformation. It is in the companies’ enlightened
self-interest to do so. Governments in
Germany, France, Australia, and other
countries lacking an equivalent to the
First Amendment are enacting laws to
police “hate speech” and “fake news.”
To reduce the probability of governmental
content regulation in the U.S., the social
media industry should show that it can
close the governance gap when it comes
to disinformation.

2. What to Watch for in 2020

“

If the U.S. military
has the ability to take
the Russian Internet
Research Agency offline,
at least for a day or two,
does that mean the 2020
elections are secure?
In a word, no.

”

In 2016, Russia’s Internet Research Agency (IRA) engaged in what former
Special Counsel Robert S. Mueller III called “multiple systemic efforts to interfere”
with the U.S. presidential election.7 The IRA has remained active since then, but
when the November 2018 midterms rolled around, the amount of Russian meddling
was negligible.8 It’s possible that the IRA decided to keep its powder dry for
the 2020 presidential race. It’s also possible that more aggressive removal of
suspicious accounts by the social media companies hindered the Russians.
And there could have been another
factor: U.S. Cyber Command, an arm
of the Pentagon, reportedly used its
offensive hacking capabilities to temporarily block the IRA from using the
internet in early November 2018.9
So, does this mean the 2020 elections
are secure? In a word, no. “The IRA
is a small component of the overall
Russian operation,” which also includes
Moscow’s military intelligence service
and possibly others, said Lee Foster,
who leads the disinformation team at
FireEye, a cybersecurity firm whose
clients include some of the major social
media companies. “All of these actors
rework their approaches and tactics,”
he added.10 As a result, said Kevin
Carroll, a former senior counselor at
the Department of Homeland Security,
the relative calm during election season
2018 doesn’t guarantee a repeat
performance in 2020.11
President Trump refrains from acknowledging this risk, reportedly because he
equates attention to Russian election
meddling with skepticism about the legitimacy of his 2016 victory.12 But the U.S.
intelligence community isn’t as reticent.

In its 2019 Worldwide Threat Assessment,
the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence predicted that next year,
Russia and other American adversaries
“almost certainly will use online influence
operations to try to weaken democratic
institutions, undermine U.S. alliances and
partnerships, and shape policy outcomes.”13

Deepfakes
The Worldwide Threat Assessment
specifically expressed concern about
doctored videos. In 2020, it said, U.S.
adversaries “probably will attempt to use
deepfake or similar machine-learning technologies to create convincing—but false—
image, audio, and video files to augment
influence campaigns directed against the
United States and our allies and partners.”
The term deepfakes comes from a
combination of “deep learning” and “fakes.”
It originated in 2017 with an anonymous
Reddit user who called himself “deepfakes.”
This individual gained attention by using
deep-learning algorithms to superimpose
faces of celebrities onto the bodies of
pornographic actors. Under outside
pressure, Reddit banned the individual
and porn deepfakes generally, but imitators
proliferated elsewhere on the internet.14
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“

‘Deepfakes can
be made by anyone
with a computer, internet
access, and interest in
influencing an election.’
— John Villasenor,
Professor of Electrical
Engineering, Public Policy,
and Management at the
University of California,
Los Angeles

”

The movie industry has altered video
footage for decades. But Hollywood’s
tricks require skilled technicians, a lot of
money, and ample time. Open-source
AI democratized video fabrication.
“Deepfakes can be made by anyone
with a computer, internet access,
and interest in influencing an election,”
according to John Villasenor, a Professor
of Electrical Engineering, Public Policy,
and Management at the University of
California, Los Angeles.15
A brief digression for some technical
background: The broad term artificial
intelligence (AI) refers to algorithms
able to perform humanlike tasks, such
as recognizing a human face. Deep
learning, a subset of AI, refers to
arrangements of algorithms that can
learn and make intelligent decisions on
their own. Deepfakes are falsified videos
made by means of deep learning.
A deep-learning system can produce
a persuasive counterfeit by studying
photographs and videos of a target
person, as well as video of an actor
speaking and behaving the way the
target will be depicted in the new, bogus
video. The technology can, in essence,
merge the target and the actor into
one. Once a preliminary fake has been
produced, a method known as GANs,
or generative adversarial networks,
makes it more believable. The GANs
process seeks to detect flaws in the
forgery, leading to improvements
addressing the flaws. After multiple
rounds of detection and improvement,
the deepfake is completed.
On June 7, 2019, two British video artists
posted a deepfake of Mark Zuckerberg,
Facebook’s founder and CEO, on
Instagram. The video had been confected by an Israeli tech startup called
Canny AI. The firm used as its target
a video Zuckerberg released publicly
in 2017. Canny AI said in an email
exchange that it altered the facial
movements of the original video to

6
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match those of an actor whose voice
was substituted for Zuckerberg’s.
The result is visually convincing, but
the actor’s voice isn’t a close match
for the tech executive’s. Moreover, the
artists signaled their intention to satirize
Zuckerberg by having him talk like a
James Bond super-villain: “Imagine this
for a second: one man with total control
of billions of people’s stolen data, all their
secrets, their lives, their futures.”16
It’s surprising that more serious
deepfakes haven’t already surfaced in
American politics. Experts testifying at a
House Intelligence Committee hearing in
June 2019 agreed that it’s just a matter
of time. “Imagine that the night before
the 2020 election, a deepfake showed
a candidate in a tight race doing something shocking he never did,” suggested
Danielle Keats Citron, a law professor at
Boston University. “The damage would
be irreparable. Elections cannot be
undone.”17 (An alleged deepfake of the
president of Gabon, Ali Bongo, delivering a 2019 New Year’s address helped
precipitate an unsuccessful coup in the
African country.18)
Citron and two co-authors, writing for
the Lawfare website, noted that political
defamation in the U.S. goes back to
Alexander Hamilton’s rivalry with Thomas
Jefferson. “What is different today,” they
said, “is that the falsehoods involve visual
and audio ‘evidence’ that our eyes and
ears are deeply inclined to trust (not just
written words that might more readily
be dismissed).” And courtesy of social
media, “the frauds can rapidly reach
countless individuals.”19
Some scholars of disinformation
downplay the potential significance of
deepfakes, arguing that less-polished
frauds—like the Pelosi videos or clumsily
Photoshopped still images—could
be enough to unsettle an election.
“Deepfakes aren’t necessary. A lot of
people don’t need ‘real’ evidence,”
said Patrick Warren, an economist at

Clemson University who studies social
media. In a politically polarized nation,
he added, “it’s about ideology and
finding things that confirm what
[groups of voters] already believe.”20
Warren may have a point when it
comes to some committed partisans.
But his observation doesn’t negate the
more consequential dangers that could
result from a series of incriminating and
seemingly genuine videos introduced in
the run-up to Election Day.

Unwitting Americans
Unlike cutting-edge, AI-driven deepfakes, some disinformation methods
are about the old-fashioned goal of
getting people onto the streets. “One
thing to look for is more effort to recruit
real Americans to unwittingly organize
political rallies or create new groups
online,” Laura Rosenberger, director of
the Alliance for Securing Democracy,
said in an interview.
The March 2019 Mueller report fleshed
out our understanding of how IRA operatives, posing as grassroots U.S. activists,
mobilized Americans to participate in
dozens of rallies in 2016 and thereafter.
By expanding on this strategy in 2020,
the Russians would accomplish one of
their main goals—translating influence
online into real-world discord.
In 2016, the technique entailed phony
IRA social media personas or groups
first announcing events, such as dueling
anti-Muslim and pro-Muslim demonstrations that the Russians successfully
organized in May 2016 in Houston.
The IRA would send direct messages
promoting events to their online
American followers. From those who
indicated interest in attending, the IRA
would seek local people to coordinate
events. The IRA operative would make
an excuse for not attending but would
seek out conventional media coverage.
Attendance at events varied from a
handful of participants to hundreds.21

An incident from the summer of 2018
illustrated how this stratagem can unfold.
A counterfeit left-wing Facebook account
called Resisters, which Facebook labeled
as probably Russian, created an August
10 event to counter a planned white
supremacist gathering in Washington,
D.C. Resisters, the first Facebook page
to promote the counter-protest, coordinated with five other apparently real
pages dedicated to opposing the white
supremacists, according to Facebook.
“These legitimate pages unwittingly
helped build interest in [the counterdemonstration] and posted information
about transportation, materials, and
locations so people could get to the
protests,” the company added. Before
the demonstrations, however, Facebook
determined that Resisters was a fraud
and removed it. The company also
notified 2,600 users who had indicated
interest to Resisters about attending.22
In the end, only 40 white supremacists
showed up for the rally near the White
House, and they were greatly outnumbered by counter-protesters.23 Even
though it was unmasked, Resisters accomplished its presumed goal of amplifying
division within American society.

Instagram
Instagram hasn’t received as much
attention in the disinformation context
as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, but
it played a much bigger role in Russia’s
2016 election manipulation than most
people realize. And it could become a
crucial Russian instrument next year,
according to a report commissioned by
the Senate Intelligence Committee.24
Started in 2010, Instagram was acquired
by Facebook 18 months later for $1 billion.
Today, Instagram has 1 billion users
(compared to 2.38 billion for Facebook,
2 billion for YouTube, and 330 million for
Twitter). The photo- and video-posting
platform is a common destination for
younger users bored by Facebook.25

“

That Instagram has outperformed Facebook as a
Russian engagement machine
may ‘indicate its strength as a
tool in image-centric memetic
warfare,’ according to a report
commissioned by the Senate
Intelligence Committee.

”

Instagram’s image-oriented service
makes it an ideal venue for memes,
which are photos combined with short,
punchy text. Memes, in turn, are a
popular vehicle for fake quotes and
other disinformation.
In 2016, the IRA enjoyed more user
engagement on Instagram than it did
on any other social media platform.
That was a finding of the Intelligence
Committee report released in December
2018. “Instagram was a significant front
in the IRA’s influence operation, something Facebook executives appear to
have avoided mentioning in Congressional
testimony,” the report said. “Our assessment is that Instagram is likely to be a
key battleground on an ongoing basis.”
The report was written for the committee
by experts at the Tow Center for Digital
Journalism at Columbia University and
two research firms, New Knowledge
and Canfield Research.
Analyzing data from 2015 through
2018, the researchers found there were
187 million user engagements with IRA
material on Instagram—more than twice
as many as on Facebook (77 million) or
Twitter (73 million). One meme posted
on Instagram by the IRA’s “Blacktivist”
account showed a police officer half-clad
in a Ku Klux Klan hood-and-sheet above
the statement, “The KKK has infiltrated
police departments for years.”26
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Many Americans say disinformation is a critical problem that needs to be fixed.
Percentage of Americans who say
the issue in question is a very big
problem in the country today

Percentage who say made-up
news and information have a
very big impact on...

70%

Drug addiction

Americans’ confidence
in government

68%

67%

Affordability of healthcare

Americans’ confidence
in each other

54%

52%

U.S. political system

Political leaders’ ability
to get work done

51%

51%

Gap between rich and poor

50%

Made-up news/info

49%

Violent crime

46%

Climate change

40%

Racism

Two-thirds of U.S. adults think made-up
information and altered videos create a
great deal of confusion about current
issues and events.
Made-up news
and information

Video/images that are
altered or made up

67%

38%

Illegal immigration

34%

Terrorism

26%

Sexism

63%
24%

27%
10%

8%
A great deal
of confusion

Some
confusion

Not much confusion/
none at all

Note: Those who didn’t answer not shown. Source: Pew Research Center survey of 6,127 U.S. adults, conducted between February 19 and March 4, 2019

Percentage of Americans who
have at least “some” trust in social
media platform

Percentage who believe the platform
in question is at least “somewhat”
responsible for spreading disinformation

42%

YouTube

64%

Facebook

29%

Facebook

55%

Twitter

23%

Instagram

48%

YouTube

22%

Twitter

46%

Instagram

16%

Snapchat

39%

Snapchat

Source: Institute for Public Relations survey of 2,200 Americans between March 19 and March 24, 2019
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That Instagram outperformed Facebook as an IRA engagement machine
may “indicate its strength as a tool in
image-centric memetic warfare,” the
committee report concluded. It’s also
possible, the researchers acknowledged,
that “click farms” created some of the
IRA’s Instagram engagement. But that
didn’t erase the researchers’ prediction
that Instagram would play a major role
in 2020.
Other observers have noted that,
beyond Russian interference, domestically generated hoaxes and conspiracy
theories increasingly are thriving on
Instagram. One example is QAnon,
a widely circulated right-wing conspiracy
theory about a “deep state” plot to take
down President Trump. In March 2019,
The Atlantic predicted that Instagram
“is likely where the next great battle
against misinformation will be fought,
and yet it has largely escaped scrutiny.”27
With the approach of the next election,
scrutiny will be needed.

WhatsApp
Researchers at the Atlantic Council’s
Digital Forensic Research Lab suggested
in an interview that another Facebook
property, WhatsApp, deserves a place
on our watch list. The case for worrying
about WhatsApp rests on two observations: First, the messaging service is
encrypted “end-to-end,” meaning that
even its corporate overseers can’t see
what users are up to. That’s great for
privacy but also a recipe for mischief
or worse.
Second, WhatsApp has served as a
powerful vehicle for disseminating false
information during recent presidential
elections in both Brazil and India. People
in those countries used a WhatsApp
forwarding feature to spread wildly
misleading content—much of it generated by warring campaigns—to large
groups of users. Content on WhatsApp
may have more credibility in recipients’
eyes because it often comes from senders with whom recipients are personally
familiar. In Brazil, far-right presidential

candidate Jair Bolsonaro triumphed
in October 2018, “helped in part by a
wave of toxic rumors and misinformation,
much of it spread over WhatsApp,” the
Financial Times reported. Seven months
later, Narendra Modi won reelection
as India’s prime minister in an election
similarly marred by falsehoods and
in which WhatsApp became “the
central battleground.”28
There are reasons to be skeptical,
however, that WhatsApp will be used
widely for stirring trouble in the U.S.
Acquired by Facebook in 2014 for
$22 billion, the messaging platform
has gained tremendous popularity
in many parts of the world. It has 1.5
billion users globally, 300 million of them
in India and another 120 million in Brazil.
But it hasn’t caught on to a similar degree
in the U.S., where it has fewer than 60
million adult users. Its smaller U.S. user
base limits its potential to spread disinformation. In addition, Americans who
use WhatsApp primarily do so for oneto-one or one-to-a-few communication,
not one-to-many, as occurred during
the Brazilian and Indian elections. With
one-to-one messaging, disinformation
(or any kind of content) is much less likely
to go viral. Finally, WhatsApp has limited
the number of groups to which a user
can forward a piece of content at one
time—a move designed to slow the
distribution of untruths.
Still, the Digital Forensic Research Lab
cautions that WhatsApp should not be
ignored. “It’s been a proven vector [for
disinformation] in other countries,” Iain
Robertson, the lab’s deputy managing
editor, said. “There’s room for that to
expand here.”29

Iran and China
Inevitably, other foreign rivals of the U.S.
have imitated Russia’s disinformation
operation by launching their own. The
most likely to surface during the 2020
election is Iran, especially if hostility
between Tehran and Washington
remains acute.

“

‘Iranians are now following
the Kremlin’s playbook,’
Senator Mark Warner (D., Va.)
said at the time of an August
2018 removal of 652 fake
Facebook accounts, pages,
and groups of Iranian and
Russian origin.

”

Iran has been one of the most consistent digital foes of the U.S. for the past
decade, best known for cyberattacks
on banks, hospitals, and government
agencies. For the last several years,
it has also been test-driving its U.S.directed disinformation apparatus. In
May 2019, FireEye, the cybersecurity
firm, released a report identifying an
Iran-based social-media network that
used fake American personas espousing
both conservative and liberal political
views. Some of the phony accounts
impersonated real Republican political
candidates who ran for office in 2018.
The Iranian network promoted antiSaudi, anti-Israeli, and pro-Palestinian
themes. It also expressed support for
the 2015 nuclear deal, from which
President Trump unilaterally withdrew.
Some of the phony personas—using
names such as “John Turner” and
“Ed Sullivan”—had letters published
on these themes in the New York Daily
News, Los Angeles Times, and other
mainstream media outlets.30

In response to FireEye’s tip, Facebook
removed nearly 100 accounts, pages,and
groups from Facebook and Instagram.31
Acting independently, Twitter announced
that it had removed more than 2,800
“inauthentic accounts originating in
Iran.” 32 These actions followed two other
Facebook takedowns of Iranian accounts
in 2018. “Iranians are now following the
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One of the
domestically generated
conspiracy theories
likely to gain traction
in coming months is
that the major social
media companies
are colluding with
Democrats to defeat
President Trump’s bid
for reelection.
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Kremlin’s playbook,” Senator Mark Warner
(D., Va.) said at the time of an August
2018 removal of 652 fake Facebook
accounts, pages, and groups of Iranian
and Russian origin.33
Iran and Russia aren’t the only U.S.
adversaries or strategic competitors
that are candidates to deploy disinformation in 2020. Enmeshed in a bitter trade
war with the U.S., China also could
pose a digital threat.
Higher U.S. tariffs or other punitive
measures aimed at the Chinese economy
could provide sufficient motive for Beijing
to unleash “an army of operators” to try
to meddle online in 2020, according to
Dipayan Ghosh, a former Facebook
policy advisor who is co-director of the
Platform Accountability Project at the
Harvard Kennedy School.34 Kevin Carroll,
the former senior counselor at Homeland
Security, agreed, saying, “If Sino-U.S.
relations further deteriorate, the Chinese
could impact U.S. social media simply
through brute numbers, with or without
the encouragement of the Chinese
security services, as so many bilingual
and fervently nationalistic Chinese are
active online.”35
One major difference between potential
Russian and Chinese digital campaigns:
The Russians have supported Trump,
Ghosh noted, but “the Chinese would
probably work to get him out of office
because they don’t like his policies or
his rhetoric.”

Domestic Disinformation
While foreign election interference has
dominated discussion of contemporary
disinformation, most purposely false
content in the U.S. is generated by
domestic sources. That’s the consensus
of social media executives, cybersecurity
sleuths, and academic researchers.36
Referring to the more plentiful homegrown variety, Justin Hendrix, executive
director of NYC Media Lab, said in an
interview, “I think we’re going to see
a ton of it” in 2020.
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Matt Masterson, a senior cybersecurity
adviser at the Department of Homeland
Security, noted during a recent conference
hosted by the Hewlett Foundation that
for the federal government, domestically
generated disinformation is “the hardest
challenge that we have.”37 Foreign interference in a U.S. election is plainly illegal.
The U.S. has indicted about two dozen
operatives with the Russian IRA and
military intelligence service, although
it’s highly unlikely Moscow will extradite
any of the defendants. By contrast,
misleading content created by U.S.
citizens can be difficult to distinguish
from ordinary political expression, which
enjoys First Amendment protection from
government regulation or prosecution.
Domestic disinformation emanates from
both the political left and right, but as
discussed in our March 2019 report,
studies show that conservative social
media users are more likely to circulate
false content.38 One of the domestically
generated conspiracy theories likely to
gain traction on the right in coming months
is that the major social media companies
are conspiring with Democrats to defeat
President Trump’s bid for reelection.
Breitbart News, a leading far-right outlet
(3.87 million followers on Facebook),
has promoted the contention that “big
tech companies are trying to make sure
conservative voices are suspended
ahead of the 2020 election cycle.”39
Over the past year, Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, and YouTube have banned a
series of right-wing figures, including
Alex Jones, proprietor of the Infowars
conspiracy website. Explaining these
ousters, the social media sites point to
their policies against promoting hatred or
violence and have denied any vendetta
against conservatives.40
But President Trump doesn’t buy the
denial. In a series of tweets and interviews,
he has lashed out at big tech. “I can tell
you they discriminate against me,” he
told CNBC. “You know, people talk about
collusion. The real collusion is between
the Democrats and these companies.”41

Introducing a right-wing “social media
summit” at the White House in July 2019,
Trump tweeted about “the tremendous
dishonesty, bias, discrimination, and
suppression practiced by certain companies.” Then he threatened: “We will not
let them get away with it much longer.”42
The president told attendees that he
was directing his aides to explore “all
regulatory and legislative solutions” for
the alleged plot by Facebook, Google,
and Twitter.43
The White House gathering seemed
intended to rev up conservative disinformation purveyors who, even before
Trump gave them his public stamp of
approval, had begun to go after wouldbe Democratic presidential nominees.
Some have raised spurious questions
about whether Senator Kamala Harris of
California is really an “American black.”44
Others have orchestrated false sexual
assault allegations against South Bend,
Ind., Mayor Pete Buttigieg.45
There has also been domestic disinformation from the left. A January 11, 2019,
interview on the public radio station
WNYC illuminated a liberal social mediadistortion scheme from Alabama. “This
was a false flag operation,” Democratic
activist Matt Osborne said. “The idea for
doing this came from studying what the
Russians had done.”46
Osborne helped set up a fake “Dry
Alabama” Facebook page and companion Twitter account which appeared to
have been created by Baptist teetotalers
supporting Republican Roy Moore in a
special U.S. Senate race in December
2017. The goal was to associate Moore
with a statewide alcohol ban and thereby
disillusion moderate, business-oriented
Republicans. The scheme was carried
out on behalf of Democrat Doug Jones,
who ultimately won the election but by
all accounts didn’t know about the digital
skullduggery.47 Democrats reportedly
executed another false-flag maneuver
employing more than a dozen misleading
Facebook pages designed to appeal to
conservatives nationally in the run-up to
2018 midterms.48

Contending that Republicans are using
similar deceptive tactics, Osborne said
Democrats have to fight fire with fire.
In 2020, he predicted, “you’re going to
see a movement toward dark money
spending on digital campaigns in the
closing days of the race.”49 For example,
he added in an email exchange: “Dissuasion can be as simple as showing, say,
a Republican voter an image of a red
wave with a triumphal statement that
imbues them with a sense of inevitable
victory: ‘No need to bother voting.
Trump has got it in the bag.’”50

For-Profit Firms
Another person who participated in
the Alabama disinformation episode
was Jonathon Morgan, CEO of New
Knowledge, an Austin, Texas-based
social media research firm. His role
points to an additional danger in 2020:
the involvement of private companies or
their executives in crafting disinformation.
Once the mainstream media brought
the Alabama case to light, Morgan said
he’d been acting in his own capacity
as a researcher seeking to understand
how digital disinformation works, not to
affect the outcome of the Jones-Moore
Senate race. Facebook nevertheless
suspended Morgan’s account and four
others run by individuals involved in the
episode. The activity in Alabama was
funded by Democratic political donors,
including Reid Hoffman, the co-founder
of LinkedIn, who publicly apologized
and said he hadn’t known about the
underhanded tactics.51
Contacted for comment, Morgan said
that “it wasn’t our intention to create
a misleading page.” His firm, New
Knowledge, was mentioned earlier in
this report because it helped write an
assessment of Russian interference for
the Senate Intelligence Committee.
In Russia, disinformation services are
sold without excuse or apology. Jigsaw,
a corporate think tank affiliated with
Google, decided to test the Russian
marketplace by retaining a firm called

“

‘This was a false
flag operation. The
idea for doing this
came from studying
what the Russians had
done.’ — Democratic
activist Matt Osborne,
describing a liberal social
media-distortion plot
from Alabama

”

SEO Tweet, which it discovered advertising online. The price for a modest twoweek disinformation campaign aimed at
a dummy website Jigsaw made especially for the purpose was a mere $250.
The transaction, carried out in the spring
of 2018, was an experiment designed
to see how influence operations could
be bought in Russia, Jigsaw later told
Wired.52 SEO Tweet didn’t respond to a
request for comment sent via Twitter.
Israel, home to a robust tech industry,
could also be a source of for-profit disinformation. The satiric deepfake of Mark
Zuckerberg was engineered by an Israeli
start-up. Separately, a February 2019
article in The New Yorker described an
Israeli intelligence firm called Psy-Group
that reportedly specialized in “covertly
spreading messages to influence what
people believed and how they behaved.”
Among the firm’s alleged activities were
two digital campaigns in the U.S.: one
that undermined American college
students who advocated boycotting
Israel and a second that tried to tilt a
California hospital-board election. In
2016, Psy-Group unsuccessfully pitched
its services to the Trump campaign.
The company shut down in 2018, and
people formerly associated with it didn’t
respond to requests for comment.53
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Facebook announced in May 2019
that it was taking action against yet
another Israeli outfit, a consulting and
lobbying firm called Archimedes Group,
whose employees allegedly ran political disinformation campaigns in Africa
and around the globe. The operatives
misrepresented themselves as locals,
including local news organizations, and
published allegedly leaked information
about African politicians, Facebook said
in connection with its ban of Archimedes
and deletion of 265 accounts, pages,
groups, and events. The deceptive activity allegedly focused on Angola, Niger,
Nigeria, Senegal, Togo, and Tunisia and
also extended to Latin America and
Southeast Asia. Archimedes allegedly
spent $812,000 on Facebook advertising
paid for in U.S. dollars, Israeli shekels,
and Brazilian reals. Facebook apparently
didn’t figure out whether Archimedes
had an overarching agenda, and there
is no evidence that the activity was
linked to the Israeli government. “We
don’t want our services to be used to
manipulate people,” Facebook’s head
of cybersecurity, Nathaniel Gleicher,
wrote in a company blog post.54
Efforts to reach Archimedes and
individual executives with the firm
were unsuccessful. Before its website
disappeared in the wake of Facebook’s
action, the company reportedly described itself online as taking “every
advantage available in order to change
reality according to our client’s wishes.”55

Digital Voter Suppression
A final category of disinformation almost
certain to surface in 2020 is voter suppression. There’s nothing new about
steering selected voters away from the
polls, but the pervasiveness of social
media makes this practice particularly
pernicious when it goes online.

there was no point in voting because
Democrats didn’t care about them.56
Facebook has said that in the weeks
before the 2018 midterm election,
it found and removed 45,000 pieces
of voter suppression content.57
Researchers at the University of
Wisconsin found several categories of
social media suppression in the fall of
2018. Some posts on Twitter tried to
deceive opponents of President Trump
by providing incorrect information
about the day to vote or announcing
that “2018 is the first year citizens
can vote by TEXT.” Other tweets tried
to intimidate liberal voters by telling
National Rifle Association members
and Republicans to bring their guns to
the polls. Yet other social media posts
attempted to deter African Americans in
2018 by arguing that voting is pointless
or that there’s no difference between
the two major parties. Many of these
messages used hashtags like #dontvote
and #dontbeavoter.58
Some voter suppression efforts
invoked more idiosyncratic arguments.
Twitter has said it disabled thousands
of anonymous voter-suppression bots
in 2018, including one batch of more
than 10,000 disguised to look like
they were from Democrats. Some
of the tweets tried to persuade male
Democrats to skip the midterms,
because otherwise men would drown
out women’s voices.59
Few behaviors strike as directly at the
heart of democracy as confusing or
bullying people who are entitled to vote.
The social media companies will have
to remain vigilant on this front.

Recent examples of attempted voter
suppression on social media are profuse.
As part of their pro-Trump campaign
in 2016, Russian IRA operatives tried
to persuade African Americans that
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directly at the heart of
democracy as confusing
or bullying people who
are entitled to vote. The
social media companies
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vigilant on this front.
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3. How Social Media Companies
Have Responded to Disinformation

“

‘The companies are
getting much better
at detection and removal
of fake accounts.’
— Dipayan Ghosh,
co-director of the
Harvard Kennedy
School’s Platform
Accountability Project

”

In a sense, the major social media companies have been preparing for the
2020 election since 2017, when they began to acknowledge the Russian
disinformation problem. Since then, these companies have taken a wide
range of general steps to clean up their sites and harden their defenses.
They also have put in place a number of measures specifically aimed at
protecting election integrity. Both categories—general and electionspecific—should have a bearing on 2020.
To their credit, the companies are doing
more—more communicating with each
other, the government, and outside
experts; more deleting of fraudulent
accounts; more mobilizing of special
teams focused on election irregularities.
But there’s still much more to do.

General Changes
Removing Sham Accounts
“The companies are getting much
better at detection and removal of fake
accounts,” Dipayan Ghosh, co-director
of Harvard’s Platform Accountability
Project, said in an interview. Facebook
uses improved AI to delete automated
fake accounts by the billions—2.19
billion in just the first three months of
2019. Most of these accounts were
blocked within minutes of their creation,
preventing them from doing any harm,
according to the company.60
Over the past two-and-a-half years,
Facebook also has announced dozens
of smaller, more-targeted takedowns
comprising many thousands of accounts
and pages which have demonstrated
“coordinated inauthentic behavior.” 61
In Facebook’s opinion, the operators
of these accounts and pages have
worked together to deceive users about

who runs them and what they’re doing.
The company stresses that it punishes
misleading behavior, not content. But
the behavior in question often includes
disseminating disinformation. For its
part, Twitter has challenged and taken
down millions of fake accounts for similar
reasons. And YouTube has done so as
well, if to a lesser degree.
Compared to the companies’ relative
passivity in 2016, these actions demonstrate greater vigor. In addition to honing
their AI-screening algorithms, the platforms have hired thousands of additional
staff reviewers and outside contractors to
hunt for accounts spewing problematic
content. But the impressive numbers of
fake or deceptive accounts eliminated
also indicate the vast supply of such
accounts and the near certainty that the
companies aren’t catching them all—or
perhaps even most of them. “Very many
fake accounts are going undetected and
can be used for manipulation,” according
to Filippo Menczer, a professor of informatics and computer science at Indiana
University who studies disinformation.
These bot accounts, he added in an
email exchange, “can be used to amplify
the spread of misinformation, deepfakes,
attacks, fear-mongering, voter suppression, or to fake support for candidates.”62
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Demoting and Labeling
False Content
Intertwined with the problem of fake
accounts and inauthentic behavior is the
widespread existence of false content
that spreads rapidly on social media
platforms. What should happen to
disinformation once legitimate accounts
and pages begin to share it? To deal with
falsehoods that can distort the country’s
political discourse, the platforms have
invested in more precise AI, expanded
in-house reviewing, and added more
third-party fact-checking capacity.
Facebook now farms out potentially false
stories and images to 53 fact-checking
organizations fluent in 42 languages
around the world. In particular, the social
network has emphasized that it is “using
both technology and people to fight
the rise in photo and video-based misinformation”—a commitment that reflects
growing concern about deepfakes.63
Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg recently
said his company is considering banning
and removing all deepfakes, or at least
the ones it can identify.64 But generally, the platforms don’t remove content
simply because it’s been deemed to be
false. Instead, they typically reduce the
prominence of the untrue material, based
on the notion that their executives and
employees shouldn’t be “arbiters of the
truth.”65 Facebook, for example, “downranks” falsehoods in users’ News Feeds
by 80%, labels the content as untrue,
and provides context on the topic.
This is what Facebook did with the
doctored video making Nancy Pelosi
seem drunk.66
The companies don’t apply these
content-demotion procedures in a
consistent way, however. Facebook has
said that in certain contexts, it does
remove false content. Examples include
false information that creates a risk of
physical violence or aims to keep voters
from the polls or seeks to interfere with
the U.S. census.67 Twitter and YouTube
have said that they, too, will eliminate
voter-suppression content.68
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In June 2019, YouTube announced that
it would begin deleting some content
based on its deceptiveness. In other
words, in certain circumstances, it would
act as an arbiter of the truth. Specifically,
YouTube said it would take down videos
“denying that well-documented violent
events, like the Holocaust or the shooting
at Sandy Hook Elementary, took place.”69
Videos that perpetuate other falsehoods,
such as the contention that the Apollo
moon landings were staged or that a
phony miracle cure will help patients
with a serious illness, are no longer
recommended to YouTube users, but
they remain available on the platform.70
No obvious principle underpins these
distinctions.

“

Acknowledging that it
needs to find additional ways
to identify disinformation,
Facebook has launched an
initiative to crowdsource
fact-checking.

”

As mentioned earlier, the NYU Stern
Center believes that when social media
platforms discover provably false content, especially in the political realm, they
should not merely reduce its visibility or
have a recommendation algorithm cease
to tee it up for users. The platform should
remove the material altogether, keeping
only a well-marked reference copy in
an archive of deleted false content. The
material in the archive should be publicly
accessible to researchers and users
generally but should not circulate via
feeds or recommendations. Twitter has
taken a step in this direction by releasing
substantial datasets of tweets, which
it has removed after linking the content
to disinformation operations backed by
Russia or other countries.71
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Crowdsourcing
Fact-Checks
Acknowledging that it needs to find
additional ways to identify disinformation,
Facebook has launched an initiative
to crowdsource fact-checking. With
1 billion total posts a day, the volume of
false content on the social network far
exceeds what in-house reviewers and
outside fact-checkers can handle.
To deal with this challenge, Facebook
says it is looking into how to harness
“community-driven approaches to
misinformation.” By this, the company
means “relying on groups of people
who use Facebook to point to journalistic
sources that can corroborate or contradict the claims made in potentially
false content.”72
CEO Mark Zuckerberg has spoken
approvingly about this idea, but significant questions remain. One is whether
Facebook users would handle the task
responsibly. “You can’t just have Joe
Schmo, who thinks The New York Times
is a liberal rag, [challenging the newspaper] just because Trump says it’s
the ‘enemy of the people,’” said Brooke
Binkowski, the former managing editor
of Snopes, a professional fact-checking
site that previously partnered with
Facebook.73 While such hesitations
demand attention, it’s still possible that
Facebook could devise an algorithmic
method to filter crowdsourced alerts
that would diminish election disinformation—and do it in time for November
2020 voting.

Election-Related Changes
War Rooms and Special Teams
Asked about election defenses in an
April 2019 interview, Zuckerberg said:
“I’m confident in where we are right now.”
Facebook, he added, has “probably
some of the most-advanced systems of
any company or government in the world
for preventing the kind of tactics that
Russia and now other countries, as
well, have tried.”74

He’s correct, as we’ve seen, that the
social media platforms have made
progress, but there’s a danger that his
confidence will lead to complacency.
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube all
have established dedicated teams
to prevent manipulation of elections.
Twitter’s “cross-functional analytical
team” uses specially designed software
to identify “anomalous and potentially
malicious automated and humancoordinated activity”—for example,
large numbers of bots tweeting
simultaneously about the same topic.75
Google’s “threat analysis group”
serves a similar function on behalf
of the company’s YouTube subsidiary.76
Facebook has a 500-member team
devoted to protecting election integrity.77
Facebook has taken to setting up
“war rooms” in the weeks preceding
elections, including those in India and
the European Union in 2019. These
arrangements temporarily bring together
several dozen staff members from
different departments of the company
who focus intensively on evidence of
suspicious behavior or content. The
Facebook war room gets input from the
election-integrity team, which, in turn,
can draw on some 15,000 Facebook
employees and outside contractors
who generally review content.78
War rooms are susceptible to being
lampooned as mere backdrops for
photo ops. But the symbolism can be
constructive if it signals, both internally
and externally, that the company is
serious about protecting elections.

Government Relationships
Since 2016, the three major social media
companies also have established or
improved election-related partnerships
with government agencies. Facebook at
times has played a coordinating role—
for example, hosting an industry-wide
meeting with federal officials at its Menlo
Park, Calif., headquarters in May 2018.
Zuckerberg has spoken publicly about

tips Facebook receives from intelligence
agencies, which have led to targeted
take-downs of suspicious accounts.79
Twitter has described relationships
with the FBI’s Foreign Influence Task
Force and the Department of Homeland
Security’s Election Security Task Force.
On Election Day in 2018, Twitter said that
it “virtually participated” in a Homeland
Security operations center that brought
together representatives of the FBI and
other relevant agencies.80 In addition,
Twitter has set up a dedicated “portal”
on its site for state election agencies to
alert the company to emerging problems
as quickly as possible.81

Political Advertisements
In 2016, Russian IRA operatives
bought divisive online political advertisements, often paying in Russian rubles.
Since then, the major platforms have
increased the transparency of ads
related to elections and national issues—
chiefly by requiring that they be labeled
with “paid for by” notices. Facebook,
Twitter and Google/YouTube now also
require that ad purchasers confirm
their identities and locations within the
U.S. All three have created searchable
political-advertising databases, which
allow anyone to look for patterns in
this kind of spending.82 Twitter has
taken the extra step of banning all advertising by RT (formerly Russia Today)
and Sputnik, Russian media outlets that
have been described by U.S. intelligence
authorities as propaganda arms of the
Putin regime.83
Although salutary in theory, the
advertising-transparency measures
may not be as potent as the companies
claim. First, while the Russians’ use
of advertising in 2016 was important
to build U.S. audiences, the majority
of disinformation was not spread
by purchased ads. Instead, it was
disseminated by unpaid-for “organic”
activity—posts, shares, and the like.
Second, U.S. news organizations have
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War rooms are susceptible
to being lampooned as
mere backdrops for photo
ops. But the symbolism
can be constructive if it
signals, both internally
and externally, that the
company is serious about
protecting elections.
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scrutinized Facebook’s “paid for by”
notice requirement and found that it
is easily manipulated. As a test, Vice
News bought fake ads naming all
100 sitting U.S. senators as the buyers.
The purchases sailed through the
platform’s approval process.84
A better model for ad transparency is
provided in proposed federal legislation
known as the Honest Ads Act, which
would go further than the policies the
companies have voluntarily adopted.
First introduced in the fall of 2017, the bill
would mandate disclosure for political
ads online in a fashion comparable to
already-existing requirements for traditional broadcast and print media. The
Democrat-controlled House approved the
bill in early 2019 as part of an omnibus
political-reform package. In May 2019,
a bipartisan group of senators, including
Amy Klobuchar (D., Minn.), Mark Warner
(D., Va.), and Lindsey Graham (R., S.C.),
reintroduced the Honest Ads Act in the
Senate. But it faces almost certain opposition from Republican Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell of Kentucky,
who has said that he is not going to
bring election-related legislation to the
floor for a vote.85
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Have These Steps Worked?
Enough time has passed since the 2016
election-disinformation debacle to allow
scholars to begin to assess whether the
steps the platforms have been taking are
working. Several studies have compared
the situation in the U.S. in 2018 to that
in 2016, while other evaluations have
considered the run-up to the May 2019
European Union Parliamentary election.

Studies of the United States
The Oxford Internet Institute, an arm of
Oxford University, published research
in November 2018 showing that disinformation had become more common
since 2016. During a 30-day period
before the U.S. midterms, 25% of
Facebook and Twitter shares related to
the election contained “junk news,” the
Oxford researchers found. That represented an increase of five percentage
points from the 2016 election season.
The Oxford team defined junk news as
deliberately “misleading, deceptive, or
incorrect information purporting to be
real news about politics, economics,
or culture.” Most of the junk news they
identified came from domestic U.S.
sources, not Russia.86
But another study, published in February
2019, reached a more sanguine conclusion. Political scientists from four
universities—Princeton, the University
of Exeter, Washington University at St.
Louis, and the University of Michigan—
found that Facebook played a “dramatically reduced” role in leading users to
“fake news” sites in 2018 than it had in
2016. More broadly, the researchers
said, “the proportion of Americans
consuming fake news and their total
consumption of fake news websites
declined by approximately 75% between
the 2016 and 2018 campaigns.”87
The four-universities study was roughly
consistent with research by scholars
from NYU and Stanford, who found
that engagement with “fake news” on
Facebook fell by more than 50% from
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the end of 2016 to mid-2018. Meanwhile,
the researchers said, engagement on
Twitter rose during the same period.
While tentative about the reasons for
this outcome, the NYU and Stanford
researchers wrote: “The suite of
policy and algorithmic changes made
by Facebook following the [2016] election
seems like a plausible candidate.” Still,
the scholars added, even after the
reduction in Facebook fake news
engagement, the absolute level of
interaction remained high—roughly
70 million interactions per month.88
Studies showing a decrease in disinformation between 2016 and 2018 cannot,
of course, predict with any certainty
what might happen in 2020, when a
much more momentous presidential
contest is likely to attract intensified
interference by both foreign and
domestic U.S. actors.

In contrast to the European Commission’s gloomy pronouncement, research
on the E.U. elections by the Oxford
Internet Institute produced mixed results.
On Facebook, the Oxford researchers
found, individual junk news stories can
“hugely outperform even the best, most
important professionally produced stories, drawing as much as four times the
volume of shares, likes, and comments.”
But looking generally at sources shared
on Twitter, the researchers described
more heartening findings: “Less than
4% of sources circulating on Twitter
during our data collection period were
junk news or known Russian sources,
with users sharing far more links to
mainstream news outlets overall (34%).”90
Although the performance of particular
viral junk news stories remains a
significant problem, the low overall
prevalence of false content seems
like a hopeful sign.

Studies of the
European Union

The Upshot

Just weeks after the E.U. elections in
May 2019, the European Commission
and the bloc’s foreign policy and security
arm published a preliminary review
that found that Russian-linked organizations, among other actors, had sought
to undermine the credibility of the
election by means of disinformation
on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.
“The evidence collected revealed
continued and sustained disinformation
activity by Russian sources aiming to
suppress turnout and influence voter
preferences,” the review said. While
praising the platforms’ greater vigilance
about political ads, the Commission
noted that more than 600 Facebook
groups and pages operating across
France, Germany, Italy, the United
Kingdom, Poland, and Spain reportedly
spread disinformation and hate speech
to millions of users. “More needs
to be done by the platforms to
effectively tackle disinformation,”
the Commission said.89

Facebook, for one, has publicly
celebrated some of the research cited
here, which it claims shows that the
company is “making strides against
false news.”91 But as the literary and
human rights organization PEN
America has observed, at this point,
“any self-congratulation is premature.”92
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The upshot of this scholarship and
governmental evaluation appears
to be that some social media antidisinformation measures may be
working to some extent. Overall,
though, the results argue for caution.
And it bears repeating that disinformation actors and tactics will likely shift in
2020, meaning that all bets will be off.

4. Conclusions and
Recommendations

“

The platforms are
playing better defense
than they did in
2016. But that’s an
exceedingly low bar.
Now is the time for
these companies to
step up their games in
anticipation of 2020.

”

Disinformation has many permutations. This report offers educated
guesses about some of what may unfold in 2020, but disinformation
artists likely have other tricks up their sleeves.
Candid Wüeest, a senior principal threat researcher at the cybersecurity firm
Symantec, said via email that he and his colleagues are seeing ruses specifically
designed to fool platform AI filters. These methods could be combined next year
with approaches discussed in Part 2 of this report. One technique, according
to Wüeest, is to have bot accounts amplify legitimate content that’s divisive—
a news report on the immigration controversy, say—which is more difficult to
detect than bots trumpeting made-up material. Another twist: bots recycle real
news articles that are months or years old, with the aim of reviving online disputes
that may have settled down. Again, the idea is to inflame partisan users without
activating platform filters.
Confronting these ever-changing strategies, the social media companies are
playing better defense than they did in 2016. But that’s an exceedingly low bar.
Now is the time for them to step up their games in anticipation of 2020.
The recommendations that follow are intended as practical-minded encouragement to do the right thing for the sake of users and society at large. Protecting
against disinformation is a way of protecting democracy, which depends for its
survival on authentic communication of real facts.
The good news for the platforms is that fighting disinformation, even if there
are short-term R&D and personnel costs, ultimately should help restore their
brand reputations and slow demands for draconian government regulation.
Over time, if the companies address their challenges more effectively, they
will see a benefit to the bottom line, as follows: Advertisers pay for users’
attention. Users will continue to offer their attention only if they trust a given
platform. Building trust, therefore, should be a central part of any social media
business plan. And countering disinformation offers an excellent way to do it.
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Recommendations to the Social Media Companies

1

Detect and remove deepfakes.
Realistic but fraudulent videos have the potential to undermine political candidates and exacerbate
voter cynicism. Former senior foreign policy officials have warned that deepfakes simulating military
activity or acts of terrorism could even help spark a war.93 Another danger is that the advent of
convincing video (and audio) fabrication could so blur the line between sham and reality that
dishonest public figures would successfully wave off genuine depictions as deepfakes—
a phenomenon that some have called the “liar’s dividend.”94
Legislation has been introduced in Congress that would criminally punish those who make
deepfakes without disclosing the modifications. A better approach, and one that avoids the danger
of overreaching government censorship, would be for the social media platforms to improve their
AI-screening technology, enhance human review, and remove deepfakes before they can do much
damage. In one promising development, Google has been assisting outside research groups working
on deepfake detectors.95 More such efforts are necessary.

2

Remove provably false content in general.
Beyond deepfakes, the social media companies should take down provably false content in general.
This idea isn’t as drastic as it may sound. The platforms already identify and remove certain categories
of content, ranging from hate speech to voter suppression. We’re recommending that they add one
more category: material that can be definitively shown to be untrue. Pinterest, a social network that
focuses on recipes and home projects, has blazed a path in this regard. According to its community
guidelines, Pinterest removes “harmful advice, content that targets individuals or protected groups,
and content created as part of disinformation campaigns.”96
We don’t expect Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube ever to be swept clean of falsehoods. Instead, as
algorithmic and human review flag potentially untrue items, the platforms would evaluate them and
purge what’s provably false. This may put only a modest additional dent in the volume of social media
fakery, but it would be an important step in the right direction. As noted earlier, we urge the companies
to prioritize false content related to democratic institutions, starting with elections. And we suggest
that they retain clearly marked copies of removed material in a publicly accessible, searchable archive,
where false content can be studied by scholars and others, but not shared or retweeted. Finally, as the
platforms begin to delete provably false content, they will need to provide a straightforward appeals
process allowing users to seek timely review and a remedy when mistakes are made.

3

Hire a content overseer.
Hand-in-hand with instituting a policy on provably false content goes the appointment at each
company of a senior official to oversee the process of guarding against disinformation. As we argued
in our last report on domestically generated disinformation, responsibility for content decisions now
tends to be scattered among disparate teams within the social media companies. Centralization
would streamline key processes and underscore their importance, internally and externally. This is
more likely to happen if the new official reports directly to the COO or CEO.
Choosing the right people for these sensitive jobs will be critical. One option is hiring an experienced
editor or executive drawn from the journalism business who has the right combination of savvy and
commonsense about what’s real and what’s not. A stiff spine is another job requirement, as the
content overseer’s responsibility will include standing firm in the face of unfounded claims of bias by
right-wing activists and President Trump. In light of the ongoing partisan onslaught, the companies
should put people in these posts who are beyond (reasonable) reproach and who will make sure all
users are treated even-handedly every time they log in.
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4

Make changes at Instagram.
In March 2019, a headline on the tech news site The Verge warned: “Instagram is facing a reckoning
over misinformation.” The article’s subhead added: “Anti-vaccine posts and misinformation are rotting
the platform.”97 The message of the Verge piece combines ominously with the finding in the Senate
Intelligence Committee report that Instagram generated more than twice as much engagement with
Russian disinformation in 2016 as its parent, Facebook.
The problem isn’t a lack of technology. It appears to be a lack of a clear strategy for addressing the
serious problems inherent in Instagram’s operating model. The platform currently is testing a system
that uses image recognition and other tools to find potential misinformation, which is sent to Facebook
fact-checkers. According to Wired magazine, material deemed false isn’t recommended to new users,
but Instagram doesn’t remove or down-rank it in users’ main feeds. The company chooses to focus “on
making it harder for new users to be algorithmically exposed to misinformation, rather than stemming the
reach of misinformation.”98 But the goals aren’t mutually exclusive. Why not pursue both?
Instagram, to be sure, has made progress in certain areas. It has made it easier for users to identify
suspicious accounts by disclosing such information as accounts’ location and the ads they’re running.
In the past year, Instagram also has removed hundreds of accounts for displaying coordinated inauthentic behavior. But these steps haven’t cured the platform’s burgeoning reputation as a vehicle for false
content. Instagram needs to move swiftly and aggressively to protect all of its users from disinformation.

5

Limit the reach of WhatsApp.
As an encrypted service meant for private communication, not public sharing, WhatsApp is very
different from Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. That means different approaches are
necessary to protect its users. WhatsApp has been moving in the right direction and now needs
to go further.
Originally, the messaging service allowed users to forward content to up to 256 chat groups at a
time. Each group could have up to 256 members. Simple multiplication reveals that one person could
single-handedly deliver a message to 65,536 others. If political campaigns wanted a fake rumor to
go viral, these numbers would look attractive. Seeking to diminish this potential for abuse, WhatsApp
has gradually reduced the number of groups a user may forward to at one time. The current limit is five,
which means that the maximum audience for one forwarded message has shrunk to 1,280. This reduction has lessened forwarding by 25% globally, according to Facebook.99 To further reduce the potential
for misuse, the company should restrict users to forwarding to one chat group, or 256 people, at a
time. This would preserve WhatsApp’s usefulness as a private messaging service while making it
more difficult to exploit.

6

Defend against for-profit disinformation.
The social media companies must pay more attention to false content distributed by corporations,
consultants, and public relations firms. Profit-driven disinformation isn’t brand new. For years, some
clickbait purveyors have used conspiracy theories and phony news to draw gullible social media
users to their ad-laden websites. But for-profit methods are evolving and becoming more ambitious
than mere clickbait schemes. Disinformation services are for sale on a large scale.
Facebook’s shutdown of a network linked to the Israeli firm Archimedes Group revealed an operation
similar to the Russian IRA but one apparently operated to make money, not accomplish an overarching
ideological goal. The international reach of Archimedes—from Africa to Latin America to Southeast Asia—
served notice that capitalist motives are turning the manufacture of false content into a global business.100

(continued on p. 20)
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Recommendations to the Social Media Companies (continued)

7

Support legislation on political ads and voter suppression.
Political ads: The social media companies should throw their considerable Washington lobbying clout
behind the Honest Ads Act. As noted earlier, this measure would extend political-ad disclosure standards to online ads that are comparable to those imposed on traditional print and broadcast media.
Facebook and Twitter have endorsed the Honest Ads Act, but they do not seem to have made adoption
of the legislation a top political priority. The House has approved the provision, and now the companies
should do more to push for its approval in the Senate. To date, the Republican leadership in the Senate
has prevented a vote on the Honest Ads Act, but active support by the major platforms could make a
difference. Depending on the 2020 elections, the Republican roadblock could disappear. The sooner
the companies put their shoulder behind mandatory online disclosure, the better.
Voter suppression: The three main platforms, to their credit, have strengthened policies in this area
and vow to remove false content meant to confuse or intimidate voters on Election Day. But these
voluntary policies don’t go far enough to deter voter suppression, which typically has sought to keep
Blacks and Latinos in particular from participating in our democracy. Legislation pending in Congress,
known as the Deceptive Practices and Voter Intimidation Act, would clarify that all forms of intentional
voter disinformation are prohibited and punishable by up to five years in prison. Given that much
modern-day suppression takes place via social media, the platforms have a duty to support this
measure, even as they continue to remove voter-suppression content themselves.

8

Improve industry-wide collaboration.
Cooperation among the major platforms has improved, but they still sometimes go their own way
when addressing harmful content. In March 2019, researchers at the Alliance for Securing Democracy
pointed out that after Facebook took down 2,600 pages, groups, and accounts engaged in coordinated
information operations, “related accounts on Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram continued to operate,
spreading falsehoods.”101 This lack of coordination represents a wasted opportunity to make greater
progress against the forces of disinformation.
More broadly, the social media industry should foster coordination by forming a permanent intercompany task force devoted to fighting disinformation. The platforms have worked together in a
variety of contexts. There’s the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism and the Global Network
Initiative, which focuses on freedom of expression and privacy. The PhotoDNA Initiative addresses
child pornography. And a database of “digital fingerprints” allows the platforms to take down violent
extremist content more efficiently. These joint efforts have enjoyed varying degrees of success,
but they share a spirit of cooperation that ought to infuse the push to limit disinformation.

9

Teach social media literacy in a more direct, sustained way.
We applaud the social media companies for the financial support and encouragement they have
provided to a variety of digital-literacy campaigns. These programs—ranging from classroom simulations
for middle and high school students to videos by popular online personalities—are designed to educate
users about questionable content, so they’re less likely to be fooled by it or share it. Building on these
admirable efforts, the companies should do more on this front.
Specifically, the platforms ought to make digital literacy lessons a permanent and prominently available
feature on each of their sites. Doubtless, the companies would prefer not to remind users every time
they log in that disinformation casts a shadow over social media. But that’s the reality. The more often
users are reminded of this fact—and are taught how to distinguish real from fake—the less influence
false content will wield. Concise, incisive instruction, possibly presented in FAQs format, should be just
one click away for all users of all of the platforms, all of the time.
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